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the most persuasive of these attempts, yet it has failed not
only to produce a semantics, but even to formulate a workable text- or discourse-grammar
beyond the scale of the
sentence. To summon up ‘context-dependency’
is a cool
way of dropping to your knees and beating the earth with
your fists
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1.1
The unit of humanity IS the community. Anything human is
communal, whether it be a village, a society or the global
complex in whrch we find ourselves today. We are born not
only prematurely, but Incompletely. our presumably genetic
dispositron to language and mentation (reason, emotron and
so on) is a drsposition to commune. Steven Pinker explains
that ‘Rather than selectrng for a completely innate grammar,
which would soon fall out of register with everyone else’s,
evolution may have given children an ability to learn the
vanable parts of language as a way of synchronizing their
grammars with that of the community’ (Pinker 1994: 243).
offering as example, the babbling stage of acquiring speech,
during which babres ‘must be sorting sounds directly, somehow tuning their speech analysis module to deliver the phonemes used in therr language’ (Ibid: 265). The peculiar bias
of cognitive psychology towards individuals - a concentration on the brain (even extended through the nervous system to the whole body) - necessarily correlates with an
ideology of indrvidualrsm. But the same evidence can lead to
an opposite conclusion: that the function of the language
instinct IS precisely to socialize the species.
.”

I .L

Individuality is an effect of community. It is neither universal nor necessary, and it does not form the foundation of
anything larger than itself. Rather, individuality IS a product
of specrftc historical circumstances,
whrch I would align
with the specifics of capital. What we experience as individualrsm. personal properties, are in fact just that: properties. You ‘have’ a self. you ‘are’ not one. The phenomenon
we experience as selfhood is an eprphenomenon
of community, and of the cascading consensual or conflictual combinatrons of communrties.
The parallel processor of the
mind is not the brain but socrety.
1.3
Nobody speaks ‘deep structure’. The a prioris which characterise Kantran and post-Kantian attempts to Identify human
universals, whether identrfred empirically or transcendentally , bottom-up
or top-down,
if they are Indeed the case,
explain no more than the possession of hands explains a
Benin bronze. A specific case is Kant’s introduction of the a
priori drvrsion of space from time, which we have had to
reassemble
parnstakrngly
through general relativity
and
quantum mechanrcs, and In human sciences through the circurtous reinvention
of geography by Henri Lefebvre (cf
Lefebvre 1974, 1958, 1968) and others. Chomsky’s universal grammar (eg Chomsky
1957, 1965, 1966, 1972) ,
Greimas’ universal narratology (Greimas 1966, 1970, 1976).
universal
drscourse
ethics
fcf especially
Habermas’
Habermas 1984, 1993) and the Grail of cognitive science, a
universal science of perception, where they have survived
cntrque and experiment, all come to the point at which they
must admit that there can be no understanding
of human
behavrour which does not take into account the full complexity of the human environment. Chomskyan linguistics is

1.4
Conscrousness
Inheres In communitres,
lust as semantics
and textual syntax belong not to statements and sentences
but to discourse.
Consciousness,
that process whrch
from the point of view of the indrmeans, IS environmental
vidual. It belongs in the world which we comes to inhabit,
the human world of discourse and communron
This may be
read as taking the Minsky-Dennett
analogy between consciousness and distributed
processing to Its logical extent
(Minsky 1985; Dennett 1991). It can also be understood as
the beginnings of a critique of the Dawkins-Dennett
theory
of memes (Dawkins 1989; Dennett 1991) as Inherently conservative.
Consciousness
only emerges
In socialised
humans, and IS only observable In their communrcatrons.
as
socral action and language.
1.5
The fundamental
attribute of communrcation
is medratron.
The question of representation,
as discussed by both semiotrcians and cognitive scientists, is misguided because it
seeks a) a presence locatable In some single centre of consciousness, which neither scrence nor semiotics can Identify,
and b) representability
as a defining
quality of ‘the world’
otherwise defined as that which is not representation.
Since
logrcally there can be no equivalence between sign-stuff or
mind-stuff
and external, objective reality, the impasse of
representational
theories leads to the solipsrstic nrhilrsm of
Baudrrllard, and the grim obstinacy of a cognitive revolution
imprisoned within the pale of its own premises.
The reference of any communrty is to the lifeworld which it Inhabits,
and which its discourse describes, as a compass descrrbes
a circle. This is how what we think of as a shift in perspective occurs when someone throws into a discussron observations derived from another community, like askrng cognrtive humanists
about
gender,
or an Israel1 where
Palestinians come from. What changes IS not the perspective on the world, but the lifeworld that IS being defined as
the one shared in the conversation.
This kind of clash is a
vital factor In the evolution of communitres.
16
Communication
implies mediation, and mediation needs a
medium A communrty IS an ecology, which keeps traditrons
alive (Gadamer’s [I9891 concept of language, which here
seems very close to Dawkins on memes); serves for social
coordrnation
(Habermasian
communrcative
rationality);
socialises needs (Mead’s [I9341 social anthropology);
and
provides the possibilrty of new meanings arising. The medrurn nurturing such evolutron is mediation itself: the material
practices of signification
Mediation is the second vital factor in the evolution of communities.
Each medrum itself produces, by accidents and by the endless creativity of syntactic permutation,
the grounds for new meanings. As such,
discrete communities
are unstable internally as well as
externally. Without them, perhaps Individuals would exist,
as individual orang utans exist, apparently Incapable of the
speed of evolution which IS specrfrc to humans (at least
among the primates).
1.8
The function of art is to participate in and foment this instability, to mrlrtate against such self-stabilising
and anecological, unevolutive formations as the so-called ‘free’ market’s
monopoly tendencies, the planned futures of corporations
and the model of rndivrdualtty as self-equrlrbratrng
and

self-perpetuatrng
system. Art is a form of aberrant encoding
that precipitates
Internal shifts within a communicative
world, whose mnovations ignite trails of knock-on effects,
and whose accidental grammars can collide with and interfere In neighbouring discourses.
To resume:
Community is more fundamental than indrviduality.
Medration IS more fundamental than representation.
Consciousness is medrated and communal.
Communrties
evolve conscrousness
through internal
external mediation.

and

Anyone interested In communication
must insst that communicatron IS more Important to humanity than any other
mode of Interaction, and that other interactions derive from
it. From communication
we can derive exchange and economics; rituals, status and power; curiosity, technology,
scrence and dominion; risk and conflrct; ethical concern and
sexualrties; or any other form of analysis you like. It IS
absurd for anyone in communications
to start anywhere
else than in the most obvious, universal thing about human
beings - we communicate.
In what follows,
these theses.

I will be testing a further principle based on

1.9
That communication
most closely approaches the object
world when It is most mediated. The transition from one
lifeworld to another IS perhaps the most heavily and consciously mediated of all discursive moments. At such extremes of mediation, mediation reveals that it can never be, as
Godel showed of mathematics
mathematically,
both coherent and complete (cf Nagel and Newman 1959; Penrose
1995) It is at such moments that we can glimpse the existence of an object-world
at the horizon of the clash of Irfeworlds Mediation IS not against realism: it is its necessary
cause

Z.Distance
Engineering
and
Community
In an utterly Interdependent
world, where it is no longer
possrble to live alone, the dominant facts of culture are diaspora and hybridity: the scattering of peoples and their meetings in new spaces that they have had to invent or reinvent
for themselves.
In a curious historical irony, digital sound
and recorded images have emerged in the century of diaspora as the mechanrcal models of scattering and sowing,
pluckrng tones and light from one place, splitting them into
their tinrest elements, and reassembling them elsewhere,
translated into a new context. The problem facing communication arts in the era of digital networks is to engineer systems which are capable of evolution: systems which disable
such characteristic tendencies of the contemporary
capitalist mode of communication
as centre-out
broadcasting,
long-range planning, economrc monopoly and hyperindividuation And to do so In a world whose core experience is
that of drstance.
I take the term ‘distance’ to refer to the flexible, human Iifeworld of space-time, especially as this has arisen in modernity through the process of imperialism.
The European and, more recently, North American and
Pacrfrc empires are qualrtatively different from the empires
that preceded them, firstly because of their global reach and
secondly because of the rapidity of their communications.
The communicative
principle tends towards global interaction But the vicissitudes of history have so mangled the
Instinctual reach to others that only the perverse communications of domination and exploitation have guided its most

visible planetary spread. lmperralism scattered peoples, by
slavery, transportation,
the movement
of armies and
bureaucracres,
polrtical, ethnic and relrgrous persecution,
and economic migration. The early empires did not produce
such massive populatron movements, and therefore did not
require the complex communicatrons
technologies
of the
19th century. The Great Khanates of the 13th and 14th centunes. which required a month of hard relay riding to cross,
or the Bntish outposts In India at the time of Cromwell,
when ship-borne
messages took a year to travel from
Westminster
to Surat, ruled without speed.
The new empires of the 19th and 20th centuries did
demand speed, and for two reasons: for reasons of state,
and for reasons of exile. Though state and commerce built
the telegraph nets, they could not close them to traffic
between crtizens. The millrons who left Ireland during the
Great Famine of the 1850s could do so knowing that cheap
and regularised steamship-borne
mails and, within a decade, transatlantic cable, would make it possible to remain in
touch with the home culture.
In the mass migratrons of the late 19th century, the distance effect runs parallel to and In some senses despite the
uses of communrcatrons
technology for purposes of rule
and economic manipulatron. In the land-based cultures of
European feudalrsm, departure on even such a relatrvely
short journey as a crusade would mean years without contact with home. In its more methodrcal dislocation of people from places, capitalism produced the necessity for a
network of globalised communications.
But in the telegraphic net, interstices of the official service provided a ghost
web of nodes, In the twenty per cent or so of traffic accounted for by private use, the first forerunner of a new mode of
distance engineering.
In these modern empires, geography was experienced as
time. Processes of mediation allowed for virtual presence,
virtual community,
but the differences
in bandwidth
between letters and telegrams, and later photographs and
recordings, compared to that of social interaction,
gave
mediated messages a prrvrleged status in the scattered
community. The Irish In Australia, for example, both credited the home country with the more authentic culture, and
eagerly awaited each newspaper or shellac disc; but at the
same time, the Australian Irish began to evolve their own
variants on the home culture, variants that would, wrthin
decades, evolve Into complex feedback loops wrth it.
The purpose of information-based
models of communication IS to ensure the safe arrival of a message, as uncorrupted as possrble, In the hands of the receiver. And It is axiomatic In information theory that the medrum, the channel, IS
immaterial to the communicatrve
process, completely subordinated to the message. Such is Information In the imperial mode. But in the communicative
feedback of the
African, Italian, Irish, Chinese, Indian and other diasporas,
the medium of communication
is a living part of the message, Its materiality evidence of connectedness
The arrival of
news or art from home only began Its circulation within exile
communrtres.
where stones, speeches and songs were
translated from the distance media to the high-bandwidth
ones of conversatron, gossip, sing-songs and decor. Thus
translation model undoubtedly adds noise and redundancy
to corrupted messages. It fails to conserve the tradition,
because it treats the message as raw material for life, not
as its goal.
You
what
That
ture

cannot define the drasporas of globalrsed society by
they are not - as resistance, subversion or crttique.
would be to defme them only in terms of a global culto which they have been subordinated tdefmmg the vic-

tim in terms of the oppressor)
And besides, there is little
evidence of a globally coherent culture to resist (cf Preterse
1995). Nor IS rt partrcularly fruitful to define drasporas by
what they are - as roots, identities
(cf Grlroy 1993)
Draspota IS by definition a process - of hybridrsation, of
multrple influences from home and exile. Drasporan communrtres must be understood by what they do, and what
they do is communrcate.
Evan Eisenberg notes that, ‘Whereas Besste Smith had to
go on the road with Ma Rainey in order to learn from her,
Vrctorra Spivey and Brllie Holrday and Mahalra Jackson could
learn from Bessie Smith by staying put in Texas or Maryland
or Louisiana and playing her records’ (Ersenberg 1988: 116).
What is notrceable about this traditron IS how profoundly different are each of the vocal styles produced in the multiple
confluences and mutual Influences of popular musics in the
African diaspora. Technique IS acquired in order to evolve it.
Contrast this model of drasporan communication
as a translation from source to action with the fate of the European
symphony in the age of sound recording. Refined and defrned Increasingly rigrdly Into a hierarchy of forms dependent
on farthfulness to a written and preserved score (accordrng
to Michael Chanan 1995: especially 116-l 361, the orchestral repertoire ossifies. The associated cult of authenticity in
tempi, instrumentation
and interpretation
curtails radically
the emotional range of classical performances.
Here the
Integrity of the message triumphs at the expense of the
intensity of engagement and, what amounts to the same
thing. the evolution of the culture.
The cult of tradition grows from belief in the Integrity of the
message The messier messages of mediation have not that
solrdrty and preciousness. they are porous, and indistingurshable from their media. Media and messages
evolve
together as communication.
And from the point of view of
an evolving communication,
in diasporan translation, people
are media. The evolution of communications
is the evolution
of the species.

Conditions
of
Sound
3.
Music and rnformatron dominate the mode of hearing of the
20th century, and their dialectic has only recently begun to
evolve a third mode of hearing, the soundscape. MUSIC from
Russolo to Cage strips itself of unessentrals - melody, harmony, counterpoint
- to encompass all hearing. transferring the musician’s mode of listening to the sounds of the
world (cf Kahn 1990). lnformatton structures movre soundtracks, the temporal and public functions ot broadcasting,
and much of telephony. In the audiovrsual media, the dralectic
of music
and Information
has produced
the
multi-channel
soundscape as a novel synthesis,the
kind of
soundscape in which music and dralogue are reduced to
sound effects, and the sound approaches parity with the
image, as it does in films like Se7en. But even this resolution IS premised, like the personal stereo’s headset, on a
Cartesian aesthetics of hyperindividuatron.
Dolby and THX
geared toward a sonic architecture at whose centre is the
position mapped out for the Isolated hearer
Though some contemporary installations challenge this closed dialectic (cf Cubrtt 1996, available on request), what I
have found so far on the net does not. Terminals are extremely expensive telephones and radios. and sound work is
predominantly
in music or information-led
movie soundtrack style. Experimental radio work of the kind promoted by
Kahn and Whitehead
(1992). Augaitis and Lander (1994),
Weiss (1995) and Strauss 11993). when it appears at all, is
still searching for an understanding
of the differences
between network communication
and broadcast (though
see Soundsite at http://sysx apana.org aulsoundsitel).
Most

of all, the end-user is constantly repositroned as the vanrshrng point of sound perspective, an rmpossrble goal of pure
consumption.
What follows
IS an attempt
to describe
something that does not exist. a network sound aesthetic
It seems appropriate to begin its description in silence

4.
Lacuna
The sound which has just vanished is the building block of
music, but what of the silence before the first note? We rely
on short-term memory to position notes, and words, in relation to each other, and, especrally in speech, silence IS a palpable and meaningful element of dialogue. Or rather, it IS
several. A silence between phrases signals some kind of
struggle to bring an Idea into conversation.
There IS the
silence between friends or lovers who do not need to fill it,
the silence of refusal
But in musrc, silence has only two
functions: as beginning, and as end. Cage’s 4’33” IS music,
not silence, because it begins and ends, and what precedes
and follows it is inaudible.
The chatter of the projector fills the silence of a ‘silent’
movie, especially without musicians or commentary, but the
image itself is a flat field without sound, that Lumiere crnematographe that Gorky saw as a world of shadows bereft of
the substance of sound (in Leyda 1983). That silence IS
reconvened when one of our machines breaks down A hi-fi
or video deck that loses a channel suddenly produces a
cone of silence, marked now as where a sound should be.
Depending on how much you have riding on It, this gap in
the world can make you sweat. Once, we resoldered all the
ancient, brittle connectrons on a giant Westrex theatre speaker at the RIO Cinema in Dalston just before a screening of
The China Syndrome. At the climax, a nuclear reactor is
about to blow, and the bass rumble from our ten foot woofer repeatedly bounced the soft connections
apart. At the
back of the auditorium, the Chief and I, in higher states of
terror than he most involved of the audience, heard each
static interruption as a vast wave of silence poised over the
roaring soundtrack. Such slence has been a trope of scrence frctron since Orson Welles’ reporter, his vorce fading into
a sea of static, repeats ‘Is there anyone out there? Is there
anyone?’ Srlencrng a broadcast is like having your ears filled
with earth: no wonder The War of the Worlds drove audiences to surcrde.
At such moments, you feel yourself strain to hear, forcing
your ears open, back, out, lrke an urbanite condemned to a
night In a country cottage. Silence, in such a moment, is a
pressing engagement
with where you are. Suddenly, you
are where a sound should be. The effort to hear IS simultaneously the effort to define a place. That place, in turn, is a
function of drsconnection
from the endless extension of
space The arts of networked sound will need to address
this dialectic of space and place.
A further and more troubling silence only becomes notrceable when it is over, not as memory, but as a gap in memory, the silence produced by intense concentratron or Intense
vagueness, the state you describe when you suddenly prick
up your ears and say ‘Sorry, I wasn’t listening’. Though we
talk of it as an absence, it IS a posrtion of absolute place.
Virilio has a different
take, describing
both prcnoleptic
moments
of lost consciousness
and the pathologrcal
auto-erasure of the hermit Howard Hughes in terms of ‘ubrquitous absence’, which he analyses as a bid for unrversal
authority (Vrnlio 1991: 25). This IS, I believe, only the case in
the hypenndividuated
world, and in sound terms in a mode
of hearing In which the self IS the centre of acoustic perspective, the InfantlIe narcrssist at the middle of the world.
I want to argue for a different aesthetic, one in which the
erasure of the self is the condition for the arrival of commu-

nrtv
This vanishing pornt of sound is not attributable to our devices or cultures, but only to the withdrawal of attention from
the world, even the world of your own sensonum, to a
drmensionless point where, as there is no dimension, there
IS no time. If time be missing, there IS only place. If such a
silence can be defined as trmeless, then sound must be
defined in terms of time as well as height, depth and width.
Obsessed with speed, we shut our ears to the spaces
speed produces
Hungry for perception, we sprt out the
silence of pure coordinates. The art of network sound can
commence in the moment of abstraction. A degree zero of
Involuntary withdrawal, that erases the self and the familiar
world that permeates it, thus absence draws the shape of
sound around it, a magnetic
rose in the iron filings.
Soundspace comes as no surprise: sound IS a vibration.
Acoustrcs IS the science of spaces in time. What intrigues
me is to imagine an art not of space, but of place, an art of
the alteration of sound at the place of perception.
The silent abstraction Into which all of us have fallen in our
communings via Internet are usually described In terms of a
diffusion of the self, but today I want to think of it as the
kind of silence that might overcome a manner, the soughing
of the wind in whose rigging has become as homely as a
heartbeat, and who listens not at all to the caulking as it creaks, floating in a vessel he can always call home, no matter
the immensity of the ocean, and listening to the silence of
the stars. Such silence has only an oblique relation to the
silence of an interlocutor, or the dumb refusal of a server,
and everything to do with this intensity of being, neither
expecting not remembering.
but here, in the terminal place.
In the Western tradition, sound is sourced in the environment, and the auditor has only to listen. (In the special case
of hearing your own body, we benefit or suffer from the
separation of body not only from mind, but from perception
itself). Cage’s unplayed piano IS the musical source for an
aleatory but environmental
composition
which
we have
only to hear. Like broadcasting, even this zero degree of
music IS centre-out, dominated by an origin beyond the perceiving body. The challenge is to define the rose in the
steel-dust so, that the magnet appears at its heart. A network sound aesthetics will be centred in the hearer, not the
producer or the technical medium of distribution.
I use the
metaphor of the lost moment to Isolate the central quality of
such a sound art: that it treats the hearer not as a goal, not
as the defining point at which sound reassembles, but as a
conduit, a hollow passage, a medium through which sound
flows onwards, but retuned by Its passage, translated.

From
Broadcast
to
Translation:
5.
Virtual
Acoustics
Desert Storm, even after these years, still reverberates in
the public imagination. The Garden of A-,
the installation
by Pervaiz Khan and Felix de Rooy from which the video
loop just shown is extracted,
is an archeology of that imagination.
As
meticulously
as the
discoverers
of
Tutankhamun’s tomb, Khan and de Rooy brush away the millennial and daily piles of sand to uncover the centuries-old
foundations
of a meticulously
executed act of cultural
assassination. It’s not that Hussein is a good bloke, but that
the Ba’ath regrme was first resolved into a single figure and
then deliriously coloured with all the accumulated caricatures evolved since Napoleon’s Egypt adventure. The people
of Iraq, indeed of every Arab country and many, like Iran,
that are not, could be subsumed into that one crazy picture
of the vainglorious,
magically powerful, ludicrously overblown, farcical despot. The desert war was and remains a
war of oxymoron.

The installation is a labyrinth at the heart of a great pyramid
of truisms, summoning genies from the database of cliches.
A glowing touch-screen
mandala. provoking arabesques
from the Star of David, serves up a menu of categorical
errors at a touch. A pyramid of screens accumulates
patterns from the video loop, swept into apocalypse by a drgital wind like the one that carried the ‘smart’ bombs, and ferried their triangular gunsrght views to the televrsrons of the
world. And here, in the very heart of the contradrctron,
where Western dream meets Eastern reality, you walk
through an electronic desert projected on the floor.
Standing in this keystone of light as it shivers and roils, you
hear sounds that have been with you all through the labyrinth, roaring, booming, chattering, flowing into one another.
Move through this space now, hearing how the sound sources pool their resources, flood into one another’s spaces.
This is not cinema, where the image dominates the sound,
forcing the aural world into its pursuit of the absolute truth
- whodunit? Instead here are cycles and volumes, masses
of sound and music, clouds and weighty hunks of vibration
to permeate your body as you wander through.
These sounds, and this electronic drift, the storm of visions
and vibrations wafted up into the air as thick as the blaze
from the ignited oil wells - what otherness can we maintain in front of them? As Kuwait burned, so, in the snatches
of old films, the minarets explode, and Babylon flares in its
spectacular decimation across the screens. The Gulf War, it
is almost jejune to announce, was a spectacle, a televisual
action flick, a fictional depiction of actual strife. We crave
that spectacle. Only the Images from the bombed bunker,
the photos from the napalmed convoy, urged a sudden calm
in the turmoil of victory, and those images were never
shown in the USA. Just as the Algerian footage and sounds,
of a mother wailing for her incinerated child in the empty
bunker, never made it onto British screens. That wailing,
mixed into the exotic, the martial and the cinematic, is the
pulse that anchors all the humour of The Garden of A-,
the synchronisation
of you, in these rooms, with the spectacle of the blazing Orient. That voice, its agonised repetitions of a single cadence, drums in the mind’s ear like your
own mother, bereft, stripped back to the bone and nerve of
suffering.
So spatial IS this sound affect that It reinstates the sense of
the cinematic as a journey, like the old Hale’s Tours railway
carriages in which audiences were rocked to the clrckety
clack of a steam engine while films projected landscapes
rushing by on the windows. But this time, it is the audience
that moves, and while the images revolve in structured patterns, redefines the multiple soundtrack sources. The mix is
not in the tapes but In the movement through their overlapping, their centre not a stereophonic focal point but a fluid
permeation of playback and body, the sound perceived not
only through the ears but the soles of the feet, the bones
and the chest cavity, resonances recalibrated constantly as
you wander through. Sifted powders, forming and reforming
in endlessly new combinations,
sounds become undirected
motion, a derive towards an otherless future.

6.
Some
inferences
Broadcasting, stereophony and movie soundtracks sculpt a
single, and a solitary position from which alone they are
audible. Installation sound has the option of dispersing that
integrity. atomising and scattering It, and in so doing shifting
perception’s centre of gravity from the disembodied mind to
the physique as a whole, and through the material of the
body as medium, to communicative
community from which
the hyperindividuation
of interface design has thus far

debarred network comms Short-c1rcuiting the commodif1ed
form of informat1on transfer in favour of a nomadic process
of translation, priz1ng the remak1ng of materials Into new
hybrids over the conservatIon of integral tradition, network
sound may be the gateway for electronic diaspora, the nom
ad1sm of global exile from wh1ch a true communications
democracy can evolve
lnformation theory fails insolar as it commits its fa1th to the
message. lt is the lackey of a class system that separates
senders and receivers. We are all receivers first, even 11 the
legal fiction of intellectual property serves to staunch the
flood of Intercourse, just as feudal fealties did a thousand
years ago. lntellect cannot be owned, neither by ind1viduals
nor by corporatIons. What a translator translates Is not an
original, but a hybrid hovenng between source language and
destinat1on language. Here information is merely a local
case among the universals of human communicat1on introspect1on, storytelling, poetry, gossip, humour and the
others (el Tooby and Cosm1des 1992) - and one which is
marked by its refusal of evolution. Conservation of the mes
sage, conservation of the ind1v1dual (as sender/rece1ver
role): diasporan translation models do not do away with
these functional forms of quot1dian administration; nor do
they seek to subvert them. They replace them, operate a
parallel commun1cations world, in wh1ch the mutual interpe
netratIons of media and messages are both the goal and the
modus operand1 of mutual evolution. The first step will be
for us, makers, to eradicate our selves by trusting in our
media, from which, in the end, we are ind1stinguishable, and
our aud1ences, who are ourselves. The critique of sound
suggests that we have potentials normative corporate
media have not dreamed of. The first step will be to smash
the terminal.
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